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About this unit

Build upon understanding and appreciation of the natural world, exploring personal 
responses.  Focus on the supposition that the world is a unique environment and that 
we all have a duty to respect and conserve it.  Discuss how people of various faiths have 
explained some of life’s difficult questions.
 
Resources: creation stories, prayers, poems and songs from world faiths, photos and 
artwork and architecture inspired by nature

Levels of attainment 

Challenges and dilemmas

When using stories with children, it is important to explain the significance of oral 
tradition and that stories are a way of explaining difficult concepts.  For example, in Jewish 
tradition the exploration of truth is through stories that may not necessarily be true.  It is 
important to recognise that some people accept creation stories as fact and this should 
be respected.

Fields of enquiry

Teaching Objectives Learning Outcomes AT1 Learning Outcomes AT2

Provide opportunities for 
children to:

I can: I can:

Meaning, Purpose & Truth
consider beliefs about how the 
universe might have begun and 
the ways in which people of faith 
respond 

compare different faith beliefs 
about how the universe began 

describe how the belief that 
all life is sacred affects the way 
people of faith live their lives

express my own thoughts, 
feelings and beliefs about how 
the universe began

give my reasons why
all life should be treated with 
respect

Values & Commitments
recognise that the Earth is 
unique and consider the concept 
of stewardship

give reasons why people of faith 
have a sense of awe and wonder 
about the Earth 

examine sacred texts and 
teachings concerning stewardship 
to identify how followers should 
care for the Earth

investigate how faith members 
demonstrate stewardship of the 
Earth

consider something in the natural 
world which gives me a sense of 
awe and wonder 

express my thoughts on what 
religions say about why the 
world should be treated with 
respect 

express my understanding of 
stewardship and suggest actions 
we might take to support it

Level
AT1 (Knowledge & 

Understanding)
AT2 (Reflection & Response)

2 Retell a creation story
Say which creation story I prefer and 
why

3
Recognise that what people 
believe influences how they 
respect the world

Express thoughts and feelings about 
different views on how the world 
began

4
Link religious beliefs to show 
understanding as to why people 
look after the environment

Suggest actions I might take to 
safeguard the uniqueness of the Earth

Recommended teaching time:  14 hours per term

Unit 4.3: Our world  
What do religions say about caring for our world?



RE 
LEARNING 

CYCLE

This is a spiral curriculum model; plan to revisit 
sections of the cycle to further develop learning.

Prepare for learning

stories about the natural world and creation
charities that care for the environment 

Identify Learning Outcomes
- shape enquiry

where did the world come from? is it sacred?
what do different faiths say about the creation of 
the world and the sacredness of life?
why should we care for the world?
what is meant by stewardship of the Earth?

Reflect on learning

appreciate different aspects of creation; marvel at the 
adaptation of living things to their habitats – by accident or 
design?

discuss the concept of One World and mankind’s 
responsibility to share the world’s resources

consider the shape of the footprint we hope to leave 
behind on the earth

reflect on the native American saying: “We do not inherit 
the Earth, we borrow it from our children.”

Share new understanding
- communicate and evaluate

determine an act of stewardship and carry it out; choose a special place 
in the locality and make a plan of class commitments to help keep it 
that way

write another verse for a psalm or song celebrating creation – Who 
put the Colours in the Rainbow?  When God made the Garden of 
Creation, Morning has Broken, Song of Caedmon

celebrate the diversity of nature through drama, art, poetry or music

debate Where do we come from?; present opposing views from 
different faith standpoints

Search for meaning
- investigate and interpret

experience the natural environment through the senses

explore the impact of beliefs about creation on believers, including 
thanksgiving, awe, wonder, stewardship 

consider ways believers celebrate creation - tree dressing 
celebrations, Jewish tree festival (Tu B’Shevat), flower festivals, 
harvest

investigate man’s dependence on Earth’s resources; consider both 
duty and challenge for faith members

Provide new information
- think about religion and belief

research stories, songs and psalms of creation; 
consider the writers’ inspiration

find out how two or more faiths explain the 
creation of the world

research teachings of Christianity and other faiths 
about caring for the environment 

Engage the learner

Earth from Space images, Google Earth
7 modern wonders of the world, 
Antoni Gaudi
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